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Abstract — We present a new approach for classifying
mpeg-2 video sequences as ‘sport’ or ‘non-sport’ by analyzing
new high-level audiovisual features of consecutive frames in
real-time. This is part of the well-known video-genreclassification problem, where popular TV-broadcast genres
like cartoon, commercial, music video, news and sports are
studied. Such applications have also been discussed in the
context of MPEG-7 [1]. In our method the extracted features
are logically combined by a support vector machine [2] to
produce a reliable detection. The results demonstrate a high
identification rate of 98.5% based on a large balanced
database of 100 representative video sequences gathered from
free digital TV-broadcasting and world wide web.

The first approach „intra-sport‟ classification tries to
detect different sport types [3]-[5] or events [6]-[8] within
the sport domain; whereas the second approach „intergenre‟ classifies cartoon, commercial, music, news and
sport as part of the multi-category problem [9]-[11].
TABLE I
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO SPORTS DETECTION

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of digital TV-broadcasting, e.g. DVB
and IPTV presenting more than hundreds of channels at a
time, the need for a user-friendly TV-program selection is
growing. Unlike the present situation, a new system should
enable users to access programs clustered by genres
according to Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Concept of a Video-Genre-Classification System

Our interest is the real-time detection of sport videos in
broadcasting TV material.
II. RELATED WORK
Sport is a diverse genre, consisting of sub-genres like
basketball, football, motor, soccer, tennis etc. In order to
reliably detect sport, research has focused on two
approaches listed in Table I.

Watcharapinchai et al. [3] analyze the sport types
basketball, boxing, diving, football, golf, tennis and
volleyball by using a low-level feature „color spatial
correlation‟ and two alternative classifiers: a neural
network with principal component analysis (PCA) and a
support vector machine (SVM) with radial basic function
(RBF) kernel. The best result was achieved by the SVM
with classification accuracy CA = 91%.
Wang et al. [4] use low-level audiovisual features such
as camera motion, motion (intensity and direction),
dominant color (global and local) and 13 Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC). To recognize the temporal
pattern of a sport sequence a Pseudo-2D-Hidden Markov
model (HMM) was implemented. The achieved result on a
decision window of TDecision=96s is CA = 100%.
Yuan et al. [5] analyze similar to [3] the sport types
baseball, basketball, football, soccer, tennis and volleyball
by extracting low-level features grouped in temporal (shot
length, cut percentage, color difference, camera motion)

III. CLASSIFICATION PROCESS
In a first step the audiovisual data is demultiplexed from
mpeg-2 streams in a video and an audio sequence.
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and spatial dimension (face frame ratio, brightness, color
entropy). With a hierarchical ontology (binary tree with
cross-validated SVM) they achieve a CA = 95%.
An extension of these publications related to „intra-sport‟
classification is [6]-[8]. They detect specific events within
the sport domain, like play/ break scenes in soccer.
The second approach, the „inter-genre‟ classification of
cartoon, commercial, music, news and sport as part of the
multi-category problem are presented in [9]-[11]. They use
low-level audiovisual features like color layout, motion
activity, camera motion, scalable color, homogeneous
texture and MFCC to solve the problem.
The mentioned publications for sport detection use
mainly low-level features and achieve accuracies up to
95% with their own databases and TDecision, which makes a
comparison very difficult.
In our „inter-genre‟ approach we involve mainly highlevel descriptors combined with a low-level motion feature
and achieve a higher CA = 98.5% on a representative
database.
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Fig. 2. Process involved in computing the feature vectors

We consider all consecutive frames as well as
compressed stream information and provide them for
further processing.
A. Video Descriptors
Sport videos, mainly diverse, have some features in
common, like characteristic sport fields, specific logos,
scoreboards, motion, spectators, sports equipment etc. We
implemented dedicated features for classifying videos as
„sport„ or „non-sport‟. In following the most relevant
features are described.
1) Scoreboard Descriptor: To encode MPEG-2 files each
frame in the original video is divided into 8x8 blocks and
then the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to these
individual blocks. The resulting I frames include these
DCT coefficients, while the P frames additionally include
motion information. The first coefficient of the DCT of a
block is named DC-coefficient and it is proportional to the
average intensity of that block, the high-order coefficients
named AC-coefficients inform about the block‟s angularity.
The scoreboard descriptor in Fig. 3 intents to detect static
text areas appearing usually in the four corners M1-M4 of n
successive frames. Therefore we extract the sum of ACcoefficients in these corners in a first step. For the corners
with a sum higher than a threshold Th1 we also analyze the

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the scoreboard descriptor

2) Sport Field Descriptor: The descriptor in Fig. 4 is based
on the idea, that if a sport field is visible, the field color is
the predominant color of a frame and remains unchanged
over a certain period of time. We implemented the idea by
determining the most dominant color CentreLab of an Iframe. This detected centre is tracked over n consecutive
frames and the number of frames is counted, in which the
centre remains at the same position within the threshold
Th1. A sport field is assumed, if this counter NSameColor
exceeds the threshold Th2. For a sequence of frames
fulfilling this condition, we execute a simple template
matching. The detected field color CentreLab will be
assigned to one of our predefined templates
CentreFieldTemplates by using the Euclidean distance. These
templates include field sports like soccer, football, hockey
and individual sports like tennis on different grounds.
3) Logo Recognition: The descriptor in Fig. 5 uses the
grayscale information from the four corners M1-M4 of n
successive I frames. Pixels of these corners with constant
values over a period of time suggest the appearance of a
logo and increase the counter of the corresponding Mk
matrices. After n frames we map the matrices M1 - M4 to
horizontal and vertical vectors Shor,k and Sver,k via
summation. Finally these vectors are compared with
predefined logo vectors through a cross-correlation
function. A logo is recognized, if the correlation
coefficients exceed the threshold Th2.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the sport field descriptor

B. Audio Descriptors
Several low-level audio-descriptors [12] such as
Harmonicity, High Zero Crossing Rate, Low Energy Frame
Rate and Spectrum Spread Modulation are used to
distinguish between the audio categories „music‟, „noise‟,
„silence‟ and „speech‟ according to Fig. 6. For our sport
detection we are only interested in the „noise‟ level
information.
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LEF < LEFTh
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Fig. 6. Structure of the audio classifier
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the logo recognition descriptor

C. Classification
We distinguish between „sport‟ and „non-sport‟ videos
by using the three presented high-level descriptors, a lowlevel visual descriptor „static area‟ and the audio „noise‟
level.
These five audiovisual features are used as input for
different classifiers. We tested the following methods:
- A Bayesian classifier with a single Gaussian per
feature and priors calculated according to
distribution of training sets
- A decision tree according to the ID3 algorithm [13],
the real-valued features are binned into specific
intervals and handled as nominal attributes,
- A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with a hidden layer
containing 50 neurons and non-linear sigmoid
transfer functions
- A support vector machine [2] with C=8 as cost
factor and radial basic function kernel with γ=1/8 as
parameter specifying the width of Gaussian
We achieve the best classification accuracy with a SVM
and a decision window of TDecision=20 sec, the details are
shown in Table II.

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS

method
Bayes
Decision tree
MLP
SVM

precision
70.4%
100%
100%
97.5%

recall
91.3%
92.1%
67.9%
95.1%

CA
90.5%
98.4%
93.5%
98.5%

The total accuracy is 93.6% within TProc =5 I-frames. The
misdetections are caused by static and homogenous
backgrounds. Fig. 8 illustrates that cartoon and news
sequences were assigned as soccer (20) and as tennis sport
field (30).

The SVM assigns a video sequence by the following
rule
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2) The result of the logo recognition is shown in Table IV.
The descriptor achieves an accuracy of 96.1% within
TProc = 35 I-frames.

Fig. 7. Structure of the implemented SVM

TABLE IV
ACCURACY OF LOGO RECOGNITION

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were carried out on a database of 100
representative mpeg-2 video sequences (50 sequences for
training and 50 as testing-data), in total of 300 min of
recordings; 20 „sport‟ videos and 4•20 „non-sport‟ videos
(cartoon, commercial, music and news) of 3 minutes‟ each
gathered from popular TV (ARD, BBC, EuroSport etc.)
and world wide web. As each descriptor takes different
processing time TProc to extract the desired feature, the
classifier has to wait in our case TDecision = 20 sec until all
features are available.

tested
sequences
Cartoon
Commercial
Music
News
Sport

# decisions
169
179
184
290
291

# correct
decisions
168
176
184
279
263

The best result is achieved by music videos. The
misdetections in sport are caused by the variation of certain
logos adapted to different sport events. Fig. 9 illustrates the
different logo templates in increments of 10.

A. Experimental Results
1) The performance of the sport field descriptor in soccer,
football, hockey and tennis on different grounds is shown
in Table III.
TABLE III
ACCURACY OF THE SPORT FIELD DESCRIPTOR

tested
sequences
Cartoon
Commercial
Music
News
Sport

# decisions
1236
1293
1346
2112
2146

# correct
decisions
1066
1231
1343
1968
1995

several templates of sport logos

% correct
decisions
86.3%
95.2%
99.8%
93.1%
93.0%

% correct
decisions
99.4%
98.3%
100%
96.2%
90.4%

Fig. 9. Pdf of logo recognition descriptor

3) The results of the scoreboard descriptor are shown in
Table V.
TABLE V
ACCURACY OF SCOREBOARD DESCRIPTOR

tested
sequences
Cartoon
Commercial
Music
News
Sport

# decisions
614
628
667
1052
1066

# correct
decisions
529
556
486
725
876

% correct
decisions
86.2%
88.5%
72.9%
68.9%
82.2%

The accuracy of 78.8% within TProc =10 I-frames is
encouraging and will be improved in future research. The
main challenge is that the descriptor cannot distinguish
between general text fields in the corners of a video
sequence and specific scoreboards in sport (Fig. 10).

V. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a new approach to detect
sport videos in a database consisting of cartoon,
commercial, music, news and sport videos. We started with
high-level audiovisual descriptors and a support vector
machine to combine the results, deriving a probability, for
a video sequence being „sport‟ or „non-sport‟.
In comparison to recent inter-genre related work [9]-[11]
using mainly low-level descriptors, our approach achieves
an accuracy of 98.5% with high-level descriptors. The
classification accuracy could be improved increasing the
duration of the decision window.
With our current non optimized software system we
achieved on an AMD Athlon64 X2 5000+, 2.61 GHz a runtime performance of approximately 1 min for classification
for 1 min of video. Future research will be done to extend
and improve our descriptor toolbox [14] of high-level
descriptors.
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